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“I simply want to tell the story of my 

numerous experiments with truth, and as  

my life consists of nothing but those 

experiments, it is true that the story will  

take the shape of an autobiography.”  

 

Mahatma Gandhi 

 
 
Context of operation 
This studio advances the premise that buildings are more than shelter, performance instruments, 
pacifying symbols, zero-net-carbon machines, affirmative action tools, real estate investments, or 
conceptual provocations. It proposes that the major problems of today must be confronted by a 
cultural, civilizational shift away from our infatuation with having and doing toward being. Our 
ultimate task today is awakening to being alive and act consequently — a significant experience 
that invariable engages the self, others, the world, and the divine.  
 
But can architecture summon being into presence? How can architecture encourage us to let go 
of unnecessary consumption and activity so that experiences become experiences (and not 
vehicles of something else)? Can architecture do such things?  
 
Through the semester we have considered these issues through a variety of architectural 
meditations — inquiries that demanded to free ourselves from traditional expectations and take 
on an experimentation attitude. We have understood the architectural design process (inspired by 
Mahatma Gandhi) as a series of experiment with the truth —truth meaning to explore the 
capacity of architecture to sense, realize, and advance (personal, social, natural, and divine) 
b/Being. The result is not just a proposal for a FOJUBE (FOr JUst BEing) building but the series 
of experiments/studies conducted along the way. 



Results 
What matters in the studio is not the success of an experiment but its authenticity and what the 
results of such inquiry teach us. Conducting experiments implies to ask questions that have not 
been asked before or for which we don’t have complete answers. Risk-taking is expected in all 
experiments: even if we seek a particular result, we hold a hypothesis, there is no guarantee to 
get it. At the same time, the nature of such inquiry requires clarity of purpose, methodological 
discipline, quality production, and self-critical appraisal. To experiment is to voice our ignorance 
and humbleness about what is being inquired while still seeking to advance our understanding. 
 
In order to share the result of their architectural experimentation, students are asked to present 

• a 500 word statement articulating the nature of the architectural experiment; 
• the work orally (no more 10-12 minutes should be used of a total approx. 30 minutes long 

presentation); 
• the design process: only what is directly relevant to the experimental inquiry. Students 

can go as early and deep as they want in this regard. Discuss plan with the instructor; 
• a 1/32” scale model that fits in the site model (this model ought to express basic tectonic 

qualities and address the WHOLE site (i.e., at least the full block). In the case you are 
intervening a larger area, students should discuss intention with instructor;   

• a large ‘synthesis’ representation (minimum 36”x36” if in 2D) or model that 
communicate at a glance the point being made; 

• vignettes or large model:  
o vignettes should demonstrate how being is summoned into experience and be 

beautiful, as/inspirational, and summarize in themselves the spirit, quality, and 
experience of your building (at least 24”x 24”). Where does the building assist the 
visitor to find, realize, advance being? What space might move a person, such as 
yourself, to tears? Demonstrate the Emotional Poetics of your project. 

o large model ought to be at 1/8” scale or larger and represent a relevant area of the 
project. Depending on its quality, 2 or more vignettes may be replaced by making 
the model. 

• orthographic drawings as necessary to convey the meditations (a 1/16” scale is 
suggested). Instructor must approve decision as to what to show; 

 
The format of the presentation is up to the student. Any of the above requirements may be 
changed if the alternative offering better relates to the intention of the design work. However, 
any such changes must be consulted with instructor WELL BEFORE presentation time. 
 
 
Presentations dates 
401 students: Friday 6 December 2:30-5:00pm (two groups will advance to the competition jury 
on Saturday 7 December in the morning) 
601-603-701 students and two finalist 401 finalists: Wednesday 11 December 12:00-6:00pm 
(attempts will be made to have the other two 401 teams presenting but it’s not guaranteed) 
 
 
Grading 
This last part of the studio counts for 30% of the semester grade. 


